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Abstract

As the business grows, the customer volume, varieties and complexity also grows accordingly. In the testing area, the complexity is also higher with combinations of the tester, handler, test program, temperature and product. An effective solution is required to classify the accuracy of test time and index time and recommend the attention to the focus problem area. In this paper, the management of big data analytics was explored for recommending V93K tester platform focus area with high test time and index time deviation. The systematics will be able to summarize and help to decide quickly on the focus list for the factory engineers, manufacturing manager and operations to work on for productivity and gap closure.
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Introduction

As our business grows, it has become increasingly important for the test time and index time accuracy, as any deviation may have an impact on the customer deliveries, result in capacity fulfillment issues and poor investment decisions.

The challenge for the project is not merely on identifying which products having the high test time and index time deviations but also to come up with a priority list of high runner devices so that the test engineering, planning and manufacturing related people can concentrate and quickly derive with the gap analysis and conclusion, and subsequently move forward to the next set of focus list of high runner devices until all deviations are eliminated or at the minimum impact on capacity.

System Development

This project is based mainly on the experience and benchmarking of industrial engineers, planners and management requirement to design the systematics.

System Requirement

A. Automatic Time Study

In order for the Unit per Hour (UPH) quality control to be meaningful, the following main parts are required:

The Actuals
1. The actual machine UPH can be captured
2. The actual machine UPH noises or outliers can be removed

The Plan and Control Limits
3. The definition of the planned UPH
4. The definition of the planned UPH Control Limits

The Classification
5. The actual machine UPH can be compared with the plan UPH
6. The actual machine UPH can be classified
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This systematic is also based on the company’s in-house Equipment Automatic Time Study tool which considers the same number of test sites that is planned for, with details of the test time, index time, test program, test program revision, temperature and time frame. Additional information such as tester identification (ID) and handler (ID) are also considered.

Mention combinations:

- UPH (Test Time, Index Time) = \( \text{UPH}(x,y) \)
- Tester ID = \( a \)
- Handler ID = \( b \)
- Test Program = \( c \)
- Test Program Revision = \( d \)
- Temperature = \( e \)
- Time Frame = \( f \)

B. Automatic Time Study Classification

Based on the above mentioned combinations of \( a, b, c, d, e, f \), the machine UPH can be classified as shown in Table 1, where \( R \) and \( S \) are the upper and lower control limits, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UPH Classification</th>
<th>Formulations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Out-Of-Control-Faster</td>
<td>( \text{UPH}(x,y)_{abcdef} &gt; R )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-Of-Control-Slower</td>
<td>( \text{UPH}(x,y)_{abcdef} &lt; S )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK (or Within Control Limits)</td>
<td>( S \leq \text{UPH}(x,y)_{abcdef} \leq R )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: UPH Classification and Formulations

Figure 1: Example of UPH Classification Bar Graph Report based on 13 weeks (3 Months) data
Execution

In the initial phase of the UPH improvement project for the Backend Testing bottleneck, V93K, the top 20 focus products with high UPH deviation are identified, so that the machines and products UPH are under control.

In the measurement stage, a simple but yet effective system is setup to allow clear classification of the actual UPH that are out-of-control or within the tolerance limit of deviation.

The top 20 focus product considerations (applicable to each focus product) are as follows:

1. Occurs more than one (1) machine or tester ID
2. Occurs equals to or more than five (5) weeks of data
3. High runner devices based on number of units processed
4. With minimum ten (10) records or data points
5. If 100% of records or data points UPH classification are Out-Of-Control-Faster, amend the actual test time and/or index time to reflect the UPH improvement
6. If 100% of records or data points UPH classification are Out-Of-Control-Slower, understand the gap between plan versus actual test time and/or index time, derive productivity measures to meet the plan, review and monitor the improvement
7. If there is a UPH classification mixture of Out-Of-Control-Faster, Out-Of-Control-Slower and OK, understand the gap between plan versus actual test time and/or index time, derive productivity measures to consistently meet the plan, review and monitor the improvement

Upon closer analysis of the top 20 focus key products, after considering more than one (1) machine, five (5) weeks data of the high runner devices with minimum ten (10) records, the following are applied:

100% of records or data points UPH classification are Out-Of-Control-Faster

1. Reflect the UPH improvement by updating the actual test time and/or index time numbers

Figure 2: Example of UPH Classification with 100% Out-Of-Control-Faster, wherein the data points of all the actual sum of test time and index time is consistently lower than the plan
100% of records or data points UPH classification are Out-Of-Control-Slower

1. Understand the UPH deviation between plan versus actual (e.g. find the root cause of the gap on test time and/or index time)
2. The focus team will discuss and provide productivity projects to close the gap between plan versus actual
3. After productivity plan implementation and satisfying all the focus product considerations, if 100% of the data points still shows UPH classification Out-Of-Control-Slower, the team will discuss and make an agreement whether to continue to monitor for the next five (5) weeks or update the slower actual test time and/or index time

Figure 3: Example of UPH Classification with 100% Out-Of-Control-Slower data points, wherein the data points of all the actual sum of test time and index time is consistently higher than the plan

Mixture of UPH Classification that are Out-of-Control-Faster, Out-of-Control-Slower and OK

1. Understand the UPH deviation between plan versus actual (e.g. find the root cause of the gap on test time and/or index time)
2. The focus team will discuss and provide productivity projects to close the gap between plan versus actual
3. After productivity plan implementation and satisfying all the focus product considerations, if the data points still shows mixture of UPH classification that are Out-Of-Control-Faster and Out-Of-Control-Slower, the team will discuss and make an agreement whether to continue to monitor for the next five (5) weeks or hold onto the plan and move to the next set of focus products
Figure 4: Example of Mixture Out-Of-Control Faster/ Slower/ OK, wherein some of the data points of the actual sum of test time and index time are higher, lower and within the plan

**Result**

After simulating the actual improvement of 100% Out-Of-Control-Faster, the average “UPH OK” increased from 62% to 63% (gap closure of 1%). It is also observed that the machine can consistently outperform the initial plan UPH. (See Figure 5 for the UPH Classification for the Month 1 to 3 w.r.t. initial plan UPH).
With this project, the team is able to achieve 3 important outcomes:

1) Increase the plan UPH from the initial plan UPH – Out-Of-Control-Faster (Yellow zone) to UPH OK (Green zone)

This gives the factory and operation the confidence that the machine UPH is stable and predictable on the output. The engineers can now focus on those machines or products that are truly the real problem.

2) The amount of time to generate Top 20 focus list was reduced from 1 month to 15-30 minutes. The engineers can now work efficiently with this automated time study.

3) The engineers able to detect quickly the Out-Of-Control-Faster / Out-Of-Control-Slower for improvement either caused by the test time and/or index time deviation.

Conclusion

This UPH Improvement Systematic allows various functional departments of Industrial Engineers, Equipment Engineers, Planners and Operations people to align better. This in turn leads to better machine stability, better capacity commitment and fulfillment of demand.

Includes this improvement project in the weekly productivity meeting and reflect any changes required.
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